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Japan Rail Pass

Book your Japan Rail Pass now and get a free travel guide



Travel around Japan with a single ticket and make huge savings

Select your preferred payment method		

		

		

		

		





Customer reviews
Loved this pass. It was easy to use, saved me money on the Shinkansen, and let me breeze through JR rail stations.




Standard
Green Pass First Class

7 DaysAdult
0


14 daysAdult
0


21 daysAdult
0


See prices for children ( ages 6 - 11 )


Book now







What is Japan Rail Pass?








The Japan Rail Pass (also known as JR Pass) is a multi-use ticket that allows you to efficiently travel around Japan. It is valid for journeys on all major JR national trains including Shinkansen bullet trains and Narita Express trains. Passengers can select a pass which is valid for 7, 14 or 21 days and there is the option of Standard Pass or a Green Pass (first class).

Order your JR Pass online and you will receive an Exchange Order which you can swap for a JR Pass when you arrive in Japan.




Buy your JR Pass




Stay connected while in Japan









JR Pass exchange process





Step 1




Order online

Order your JR Pass online by following a few simple steps.



Step 2




Receive your exchange order

You need to have a physical copy of the JR Pass voucher in order to exchange it in Japan.



Step 3




Exchange order for the JR Pass

Go to any of the JR Exchange Offices in Japan. Exchange your order for the actual Japan Rail Pass.



Step 4




Start your Japan experience!

Catch as many JR trains, buses, and transfers as you like with your multi-use JR Pass.







JR Green Pass





Best first class trains in Japan





On-board service





First class comfort





Seat reservations





Separate train facilities





Larger seating and luggage space






Discover the First Class




Our clients feedback









/5











5 star experience
Cristian Sanchez




Fast delivery and on time, I liked how easy it is to communicate with them, we were able to take full advantage of the days in Japan. Thank you very much jrailpass.com for making it possible for us to visit so many places.






Extremely useful service
Inez




This service is really good. The trains are very clean and quiet. Also their Pocket Wifi service is super good for long trips. We stayed in Japan 1 week and the 7 days pass was great for us. I highly recommend it!!!






Outstanding support team
Yolanda




The team at Jrailpass.com was incredibly responsive to my questions and concerns, making the entire experience stress-free. They were knowledgeable and helpful, guiding me through the process and ensuring that I had all the information that I needed.







Read more reviews




Frequently asked questions (FAQ)






Can I buy the Japan Rail Pass in Japan?



The Japan Rail Pass is available at a higher price at several stations and airports in Japan until October 1, 2023. After this date, it will no longer be possible to buy the JR Pass locally in Japan.



More information in our FAQ
Can I buy the Japan Rail Pass in Japan?



Is there a children's discount?



Yes, there is a children’s discount of 50% and kids between 6 and 11 are eligible. The discount applies to Standard and Green JR Passes.



More information in our FAQ
Is there a child discount?



Can I have my order sent to Japan?



Yes, all orders (JR Pass, Pocket WiFi, Data SIM Card) can be sent to wherever you stay in Japan. You can choose the delivery address, whether it be your home address or your place of stay. Please note that due to Airbnb policy, we cannot deliver to an Airbnb in Japan, but we can have the order sent to the nearest post office.



More information in our FAQ
Can I have my order sent to Japan?



What is included in the Japan Rail Pass?



The Japan Rail Pass is valid on JR express, express and local trains on JR network lines, JR local buses, the JR Miyajima ferry, and airport transfer trains such as the Narita Express and Haruka Express. All Shinkansen high-speed trains are also included, including the Nozomi and Mizuho trains, with the purchase of a special ticket to complement the JR Pass (from October 2023).



More information in our FAQ
What is included in the JR Pass?



Do the 7 / 14 / 21 days need to be consecutive?



Yes, the selected number of days need to be consecutive. Once activated, the validity period of each pass cannot be changed or extended.



More information in our FAQ
Do the 7 / 14 / 21 days need to be consecutive?



Can I book a seat on the JR Trains?



Yes, all JR Pass holders can book a seat on any of the JR trains. Reservations need to be made in advance before boarding the train.



More information in our FAQ
Can I book a seat on the JR Trains?



Read all the questions






Suggested itineraries





Planning a trip to Japan can be hard as there is so much to see. Read our itineraries to help organize your holiday and discover the most appealing attractions.



Tokyo to Kyoto itinerary
Read More

3 days in Tokyo itinerary
Read More

Japan in 7 days: Travel itinerary
Read More

Japan in 14 days: Travel itinerary
Read More




Japan travel blog





Discover Japan and plan your trip with us. Read our insightful travel guides, handy transport tips, events, news, and much more!





JR Pass vs JR Regional Passes: Which should I choose?


Travel Guides


Unsure if the Japan Rail Pass is right for your trip? Compare the advantages of the JR Pass and the JR Regional Passes and find out what is included in each.

Read More





How to ride trains with a wheelchair in Japan


Travel Guides


Discover the guidelines to riding trains in Japan as a wheelchair user. Learn how to reserve seats and navigate the railway system and stations with ease.

Read More





Tourist facilities benefits and discounts with the JR Pass


Travel Guides


The JR Pass grants you a range of exclusive perks, including discounts at tourist attractions across Japan. Discover the benefits at Japan’s tourist facilities.

Read More





Big Eye: the New Inspection Train by Kyushu Railway


Trains & Transportation


Meet JR Kyushu's Big Eye train, a red, digitally advanced inspection train for railway maintenance in Japan. Discover its unique features and fun design.

Read More
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